
A few tips on how to be a good non-fiction author with the compliments of MumfordBooks-
Guides. You are interested in writing a short story, a family history or even an autobiography.

1. You are thinking of writing a book?
Or, have a passion to create successful book, here are the following pointers: Books are as 
much a part of scholarly communication, non-fiction or knowledge-based – the latter are 
usually a write-up of a particular-piece of research, a book provides the opportunity to go 
into a subject in a lot more depth, drawing on the research of others as well as your own. 
Despite the emphasis on writing articles to fulfill the requirements of research, a well-rounded 
scholar will write for in both public/media, as can be seen from the biographies of most 
established authors in the public domain. Book ideas are normally sold to publishers on the 
basis of a detailed proposal.

• Why is this book different from other books?
• Because they can be digitally published in full colour.
• Why should it be published?
• Proof of new insights with interesting concepts, digital hyperlinks.
• Why am I qualified to write it?
• The opportunity to demonstrate a passion for his or hers’ subject.
• One publisher expresses this in its manuscript and book proposal guidelines by saying,
• "All book front covers should give a visual clue”, an answer to what might be the story-line.
• “How is this book different from all other books”? (Mumfordbooks) it’s PDF Visual index.
• Put another way, why does the gap in information need to be filled? Is there a gap in the

literature? Has there been any new research? Is this a new treatment of an old topic, but
with a different slant? Yes, digital technology, the power of the computer has given the 
modern author the access to a whole world of digital knowledge almost impossible before 
today. They have the means to be author, editor, self-publisher, web designer, forum 
promoter and salesman or woman all rolled into one. See

• As an author, you can dramatically improve the chances of your article being downloaded
once it's on-line, before you even submit it! There’s an opportunity for every author to do
what every professional photographer is to set up their own web site, a test-bed for your
own book titles, provide free downloads and feedback from your own forum.
There are three easy steps you can take to ensure it enjoys high usage:

• Choose a descriptive title: Short and descriptive, test on Google.
• Use appropriate keywords: Search engines require keywords as links.
• Write an informative abstract: A short introduction, followed by 300-500 word .doc

2. Choose a descriptive title
Write a title for your article which includes the most important keywords and demonstrates 
the significance of your research: Fully tested on Google search.
Use a title that is unambiguous and clear in both its meaning and its syntax. 
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